Travel Photo Album

By Olesya Kharkova

Materials Used:- Chameleon Color Tones Deluxe Set; YO3 Warm Sunset, YL2 Summer Sun,
GR3 Grass Green, OL3 Olive Green, YG3 Spring Meadow, BL6 Royal Blue, BL3 Sky Blue,
BR2 Hot Cocoa, BR5 Bark, OR4 Seville Orange, detail pen. colorless blender, Memento Tuxedo
black ink, number stickers, light green spray, Squeezed Lemonade distress ink, Cracked
Pistachio distress ink, white gel pen, patterned paper, Lawn Fawn Life is Good stamp set.
Instructions:1. Take a photo album and prepare its surface with a wet baby wipe.

2. Cut three pieces of patterned paper measuring 12x16 cm for
the front and the back cover and 3,7x16 cm for the spine.

4. Print out a map image, sponge it with Squeezed Lemonade and
Cracked Pistachio distress inks, outline with detail pen (4mm
nib) and cut it out leaving a small border.

5. Print out a mojito glass image, outline it with detail pen (4 mm nib) and color it with
Chameleon pens. Using the bullet nib of the Grass Green pen color the middle and bottom parts
of mint leaves, blend it with the bullet nib of the Olive Green and the Spring Meadow pens
without infusing to get more natural grass hue. Use the bullet nib of the Summer Sun pen and
Warn Sunset for shading without infusing. For the blue straw use the bullet nibs of the Royal
Blue and Sky Blue pens. Color the ice cubes with very light shade of the Sky Blue pen using the
bullet nib infused for 5 seconds. Infuse the bullet nib of the Spring Meadow pen for 6 seconds
and color the lime slice, then infuse it for 9-10 seconds and color the inner part of the glass.

6. Stamp the images from Lawn Fawn stamp set
with Memento Tuxedo black ink. Use the bullet
nib of the following pens as regular markers to
color the images and blending each two colors
together: Grass Green and Spring Meadow for
the palm leaves, Hot Cocoa and Bark for the
palm trunks, Hot Cocoa and Seville Orange for
the star fish, Seville Orange and Summer Sun
for the shells.

7. Place all the patterned paper panels with double-sided
tape. Adhere all the elements on the front cover using
liquid glue and foam tape. Take light green spray, make
some splatters, dry them and outline with any thin black
pen. Use white gel pen to draw some bubbles in the glass.

8. For the spin use some number stickers to mark
the chronology of the photos and ouline them
with a thin black pen.

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog http:// blog.chameleonpens.com, on
the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Olesya’s blog http://as-if-by-magicivy.blogspot.ru/

